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INTRODUCTORY

Scope
The Level 1 Art Course covers learning

 Basic shapes
 Basic Colors
 Finger Painting Techniques
 Water Color Techniques
 Crayon Coloring Techniques
 The Basics of Mosaics
 The 5 Basic Elements of Shape
 Creating Clay Figures
 Understanding “quad’, “tri”, “angle”, and “lateral”

Objectives
 To know the above 
 To be able to demonstrate the above

Materials
The following will be required at some point in the course.  
Supplies are listed in order of use.

 Imagination and creativity.
 Ingredients to make finger paint at home (Recipes included)  OR
 Commercial Finger Paint in Red, Yellow and Blue colors
 Finger paint or freezer paper
 5” x 8” Index cards
 Containers to hold homemade finger paint
 Smock or Dad’s old shirt
 Table coverings – newspapers, old vinyl table cloth, etc.
 Bowl for holding water in which to moisten and rinse hands.
 Paper towels.
 Black Marker
 Scissors
 Commercial white and black finger paint.
 2 White poster boards
 A small pack of crayons –

o Colors: Blue, black, red, yellow, white, green, orange purple.
 Picture to color (Supplied)
 Tooth picks
 A piece of old terry cloth about the size of a wash cloth
 2 Sets of Crayola Washable Water Colors – with 8 colors and brush
 Pictures to color (supplied)
 Water cup for rinsing the brushes
 Two or more additional brushes – small, pointed; medium, and ¼” 
 Tablet or pack of individual art paper.
 A Variety pack of Colors of Construction paper – 8 ½” x 11”
 Elmer’s glue or school paste
 Ruler
 Colored and painted shapes from the course.
 Pencil
 Old Magazines
 2 Boxes of Crayola or Prang clay in colors – try for eight colors



Use of the Art Lessons

 This is a good activity class for afternoon, at the end of the day.

 It should be a reward for getting through the other classes.

 There should not be a time limit.

 If the student wishes to create or do more than is in a given lesson, 
he will have time at day’s end.

 Art lessons are academic as well as skill oriented.  
o Some days are strictly academic.  On these days, allow the student to have 

free art time, if he wishes.
o Other days are strictly skill practice.
o Several of the days are mixed, requiring a review of the Art Card Set and 

practice on a skill.

 The Art Card Set is made by the parent/teacher or the student as directed in 
various lessons in the course.

Course Format

 175 Lessons
 5 Days of Assessment
 Lessons are in 12 packets of 15 lessons each.
 Each 15 lessons covers three weeks.
 The CERTIFICATE of COMPLETION may be sent for after Lesson 180.

Lesson Format

 The title generally introduces the topic of the lesson
 Bulleted steps are given as to what to do.
 Often there are illustrations or art papers to be used.
 At the end of each lesson is something called: “CLEAN-UP”.  It is there is assist the 

student in clearing-up after his art activity.

DOWNLOADING and Printing NOTES:

13 Downloads, 103 pages of which 15 pages should be printed in color.

PARTICULARS:
 Lessons 1-30 can be printed in black and white.

Lessons 31-45 pages 1 and 2 should be printed in color.
Lessons 46-60, pages 2, 3, & 5 should be printed in color.
Lessons 61–75 can be printed in Black and white
Lessons 76-90 page 2 should be printed in color.
Lessons 91-105 pages 3 & 5 are in color.
Lessons 106-120 page 2 can be in color, but it is NOT necessary.  However, pages 5 & 6 

MUST be I color.
Lessons 121–135 pages 4 and 5 should be in color
Lessons 136–150 can be printed in black and white.
Lessons 151–165 pages 1 and 2 should be printed in color
Lessons 166–180 pages 7 and 8 should be printed in color.



BEEHIVE ONLINE

Basic Art 
Lessons 1 – 15 

What’s Coming-Up?

 Preparing to Finger Paint
 Making Finger Paint
 Learning the Primary Colors Red, Yellow and Blue
 Learning Curves, Circles, Straight Lines
 Learning the meanings of “quad” and “lateral”
 Learning Quadrilaterals: Squares and Rectangles.
 Learning the meaning of “tri” and “angle” and the triangle.

Materials Needed

 Ingredients to make finger paint – or purchase some from a store
 Finger paint or freezer paper or art paper
 5” x 7” index cards 
 Containers to hold homemade finger paint
 Smock or Dad’s old shirt
 Table coverings – newspapers, old table cloth, etc.
 Bowl for holding water in which to moisten and rinse hands.

Week 1

Day 1 – Art

 Talk about what finger painting is.
 Determine which of the following recipes you will use.
 Make a list of the items you will need to do finger painting.
 Gather or go to the store and acquire these.  
 Tomorrow you will MAKE finger paint.

List suggestions:
Table covering – newspapers or old vinyl tablecloth, etc.
Dad’s old shirt or other covering
Ingredients for finger paint
Bowl of water for moistening and cleaning hands
Finger paint paper

Finger Paint Recipes:

#1 - Cornstarch Finger-Paint

3 Tbsp sugar

½ cup cornstarch

2 cups cold water



Coloring

Liquid Soap

Mix the sugar and cornstarch in a sauce pan.  Add the water and mix well.  Cook over 
med-low heat, stirring all the time, until thick, about 5 minutes.  (To me, it looks almost 
like Vaseline.)  Remove from the stove, cool, and pour into containers (muffin tins are 
great for a variety of colors).  Add a little food coloring or liquid watercolors to each cup 
and then a drop or two of soap to help with the washability.  (Liquid watercolors are ideal, 
as they are more washable, though food coloring is pretty safe once it is fully mixed into 
the paint solution.)  Mix well and paint when cool!  If making the night before, store in the 
refrigerator.

From: http://notjustcute.com/2010/03/11/this-could-be-the-safest-finger-paint-ever/

#2 - With Dish Soap 

1 cup Flour
1 cup Water
1 cup Sunlight dish soap
2 TBS Food Coloring

Directions:

 Mix all items until there are no lumps and paint is smooth. Keep sealed in an 
airtight container and refrigerate.

 You can divide the batch up into smaller amounts and use a different color of food 
coloring for each batch.

#3 - With Corn Flour 

2 cups boiling water
1 cup cold water
1/2 cup cornflour
1 pkg unflavored gelatine
food coloring

Directions:

 Stir gelatine into 1/4 cup of cold water and set aside.



 Mix cornflour into the rest of the cold water (3/4 cup) and stir until a smooth paste. 
Slowly pour the boiling water over the paste mixture and cook over medium heat, 
stirring constantly.

 Once the mixture becomes bubbly from boiling and clear, remove from heat.
 Stir in the gelatine mixture.
 Cool and divide into portions. Add colors to each portion.
 Keep refrigerated.

#4 - With Jello 

Jello Powder
Boiling Water

Directions:

 Slowly add boiling water to the Jello powder (constantly stirring) until you have a 
thick consistency. Add ice to thicken and cool down the Jello quickly. Use when cool.

 This is an edible fingerpaint mix.

#5 - With Kool-Aid 

3 cups boiling water
2 cups flour
2 packages unsweetened Kool-Aid
1/2 cup salt
3 tablespoons oil

 Mix the Kool-Aid, flour and salt into a glass bowl. Add oil.
 Slowly add the boiling water, stirring while you pour.
 Wait till it cools before using.

#6 - With Pudding Mix 

Vanilla Pudding Mix (Instant)
Food Coloring

Directions:

 Make the vanilla pudding according to package directions. Divide into portions and 
mix in different food coloring for each portion. Paint away!

 This paint is edible. If you use food coloring sparingly it will be washable.



#2 – 6 above from:  http://tipnut.com/10-homemade-playdough-recipes/

Finger Paint Paper: 
If you do not find finger paint paper, purchase a roll of freezer paper and use either 

side.  Experiment and see which side you like best!

Day 2 - Art

 Gather your materials and make RED finger paint.  

Day 3 – Art Study in Red Curves

 Explain what a curve is.  Draw some on a paper.

 Use one 5” x 7” card and draw two or three large curves.  This will be used in a 
shapes set as explained in the Beehive Brain Box Learning System.  See Parent 
Lesson 8.

 Wet your paper and dab sufficient red paint on it.

 After you do each of the following demonstrations, have the student duplicate 
the move.  

 Show the student how to make a curve:
o With a finger – use each on both hands!
o With all fingers closed together
o Using the but of the hand
o With the side of the hand
o With the whole hand in flat mode
o Using the knuckles of the hand
o Using the hand in a fist
o Using the fingernails.

 Let the student finalize his picture creatively as he wished – remembering that 
this is a study in red curves.

 Teach the child proper clean-up of his equipment and area.

Day 4 – Art Circles in Red

 Explain what a circle is.

 Use one 5” x 7” card and draw a large circle.  This will be used in a shapes set 
as explained in the Beehive Brain Box Learning System.  See Parent Lesson 8.

 Draw some – big, little, medium - on a paper.

 Wet your paper and dab sufficient red paint on it.

 After you do each of the following demonstrations, have the student duplicate 
the move.

 Show the student how to make a circle



o With a finger
o With all fingers closed together
o Using the but of the hand
o With the side of the hand
o With the whole hand in flat mode
o Using the knuckles of the hand
o Using the hand in a fist
o Using the fingernails.

 Let the student finalize his picture creatively as he wished – remembering that 
this is a study in red circles.

 Teach the child proper clean-up of his equipment and area

Day 5 – Art    Explorations in Red

 Set-up the finger painting again and have the student do a free style painting in 
red.

 Explain that red is one of the three PRIMARY COLORS:  Red, Yellow and Blue.   

o Make a 5” x 7” index card as per the Beehive Brain Box Learning System 
– Parent Lesson 8 - for the Art Card Set:   One side asks:  “What are the 
Primary Colors?”                   The other side answers:  “red, yellow, and 
blue”.  

 Explain that all other colors can be made from some combination of these three 
colors.

 Brainstorm:  Ask the student what things in nature, your home, etc are red.
o Ideas:  apples, tomatoes, raspberries, strawberries, potatoes, rhubarb, 

Cardinals (birds), leaves, snake, butterfly, flower….

 When he has finished, have the student clean-up his tools and area.

Week Two

Day 6 – Art Final Study in Red

 Using the list made during the last lesson of items in red, have the student draw in 
finger paint as many of these items as he can fit on his paper.

 Always remember to have the student be responsible for clean-up.

 A Look Ahead:  you will need blue finger paint in the next lesson

Day 7 – Art    Straight Lines in Blue

 Explain what a straight line is.

 Draw some on a paper.

 Make a card:  What is a Straight line? On one side; a straight line on the other side,
as per the Beehive Brain Box Learning System and add it to the Shapes Card Set.



 Wet your paper and dab sufficient BLUE paint on it.

 After you do each of the following demonstrations, have the student duplicate the 
move.

 Show the student how to make a straight line
o With a finger
o With all fingers closed together
o Using the but of the hand
o With the side of the hand
o With the whole hand in flat mode
o Using the knuckles of the hand
o Using the hand in a fist
o Using the fingernails.

 Let the student finalize his picture creatively as he wishes – remembering that this 
is a study in blue lines.

 Teach the child proper clean-up of his equipment and area

Day 8 – Art    Blue Study in Quadrilaterals

 Explain what a quadrilateral is:  
o Tell him that “quad” in Latin means 4.  Card this.
o Also tell him that “lateral” in Latin means side. Card this.
o Therefore, a “quadrilateral is a figure with four straight sides.  Card this also.

These cards belong in the shapes card set.

 Draw some quadrilaterals on a paper.
o Examples:

 Wet your paper and dab sufficient BLUE paint on it.

 After you do each of the following demonstrations, have the student duplicate the 
move.

 Show the student how to make the quadrilaterals
(Let the student pick which of the above shapes you demonstrate with each of the 
following)

o With a finger
o With all fingers closed together
o Using the but of the hand
o With the side of the hand
o With the whole hand in flat mode

   
   Rectangle

     Square



o Using the knuckles of the hand
o Using the hand in a fist
o Using the fingernails.

 Let the student make his picture of quadrilaterals creatively as he wishes – 
remembering that this is a study in blue.

 Teach the child proper clean-up of his equipment and area

Day 9 – Art    Freestyle:  Naming the Quadrilateral: Square

 Explain that each of the quadrilaterals has a special name.

o Let your student know that each quadrilateral also has its own special 
definition or description.

o But, that he is NOT expected to know the definitions at this point.

o However, he is expected to learn the names of the shapes.

o Make cards for each of the two quadrilateral shapes shown above.  Add them
to the Shape Card Set.

 To help the student learn the names of the figures:

o Have the student make a painting of squares, using the various techniques 
given below.  Have him repeat the name of the shape as he “draws” it.

 Have him wet his paper and dab sufficient BLUE paint on it.

 Have the student draw the shape using the following techniques:
o With a finger
o With all fingers closed together
o Using the but of the hand
o With the side of the hand
o With the whole hand in flat mode
o Using the knuckles of the hand
o Using the hand in a fist
o Using the fingernails.

 Let the student finalize his picture creatively as he wishes – remembering that this 
is a study in blue squares.

 Have the child clean-up his equipment and area

Day 10 – Art        Freestyle:  Naming the Quadrilateral: Rectangle

 Follow the lesson for yesterday and have your student make a painting of 
rectangles.

 Have him say the name of the shape he is painting.

 Have him wet his paper and dab sufficient BLUE paint on it.

 Have the student draw the shapes using the following techniques:



o With a finger
o With all fingers closed together
o Using the but of the hand
o With the side of the hand
o With the whole hand in flat mode
o Using the knuckles of the hand
o Using the hand in a fist
o Using the fingernails.

 Let the student finalize his picture creatively as he wishes – remembering that this 
is a study in blue rectangles. 

 Have the child clean-up his equipment and area

Week 3

Day 11 – Art          Freestyle:  Naming Things Blue

 Explain that Blue is one of three PRIMARY COLORS:  Red, Yellow and Blue.

 Explain that all other colors can be made from some combination of these three 
colors.

 Brainstorm:  Ask the student what things in nature, your home, etc are Blue.
o Ideas:  Blueberries, bluebirds, flowers, sky, bodies of water, some carrots, 

potatoes and corn varieties, plums, eyes….…

 Have him wet his paper and dab sufficient BLUE paint on it.

 Have the student draw the shapes using the following techniques:
o With a finger
o With all fingers closed together
o Using the but of the hand
o With the side of the hand
o With the whole hand in flat mode
o Using the knuckles of the hand
o Using the hand in a fist
o Using the fingernails.

 Let the student finalize his picture creatively as he wishes – remembering that this 
is a study in a blue things.

 Have the child clean-up his equipment and area

Day 12 – Art  Angle Studies in Yellow  

 Explain what an angle is: the corner where two lines come together.  Card this and 
add to the Shapes Card Set.

 
 Draw some angles on a paper.

o Examples



 Wet your paper and dab sufficient YELLOW paint on it.

 After you do each of the following demonstrations, have the student duplicate the 
move.

 Show the student how to make an angle
o With a finger
o With all fingers closed together
o Using the but of the hand
o With the side of the hand
o With the whole hand in flat mode
o Using the knuckles of the hand
o Using the hand in a fist
o Using the fingernails.

 Let the student finalize his picture creatively as he wishes – remembering that this 
is a study in yellow angles.

 Have the child clean-up his equipment and area

Day 13 – Art Yellow Study in Tri-angles

 Explain what an tri-angle is: 
o “Tri” comes from Latin and means 3.  Card this.
o A “tri-angle” is a figure with three angles.
o It also has three sides.  Card this definition.

 Draw some triangles on a paper.
o Examples of three types of triangles are given below.

 Wet your paper and dab sufficient YELLOW paint on it.

 After you do each of the following demonstrations, have the student duplicate the 
move.



 Show the student how to make a triangle
o With a finger
o With all fingers closed together
o Using the but of the hand
o With the side of the hand
o With the whole hand in flat mode
o Using the knuckles of the hand
o Using the hand in a fist
o Using the fingernails.

 Let the student finalize his picture creatively as he wishes – remembering that this 
is a study in yellow triangles.

 Have the child clean-up his equipment and area

Day 14 – Art Color and Shape Review One

 Set-up the finger painting.

 Have the child use the techniques he chooses and the color he chooses to paint 
each of the following:

o A curve
o A circle
o A straight line
o A square
o A triangle
o A rectangle 

 Have the child the clean-up his equipment and area.

Day 15 – Art Colors and Shapes Review Two/ Yellow Nature Study

 Using the Card Sets, quiz the child on the following:
o The shapes
o The names of the three primary colors and have him identify each
o The meaning of tri, quad, angle and lateral.

 Have the child finger paint a freestyle picture in yellow of things that are yellow in 
nature:  Apples, tomatoes, raspberries, canaries, leaves, hair, sun, corn, butterfly, 
butter, flowers, etc…….

 Have the child demonstrate the proper clean-up of his equipment and area.

When you have completed these lessons, 
advance to

ART Lessons 16 - 30



BEEHIVE ONLINE

Basic Art 
Lessons 16 - 30 

What’s Coming-Up?

 Learning the Secondary Colors
 Learning to Mix the Secondary Colors
 Learning two more Quadrilaterals:  Diamond and Rectangle
 Learning the Oval shape.

Materials Needed

 Ingredients to make finger paint – or purchase some from a store – in red, yellow, and 
blue.

 Finger paint or freezer paper or art paper
 5” x 7” index cards 
 Containers to hold homemade finger paint
 Smock or Dad’s old shirt
 Table coverings – newspapers, old table cloth, etc.
 Bowl for holding water in which to moisten and rinse hands.

Week 4

Day 16 – Art            Learning the Oval Shape

 Review the Shapes Cards.

 Review the Art Cards.

 Have the child learn the oval shape.  Draw several for him on a piece of paper.   
Examples below.

 Make a card for the oval shape and add it to the shape deck.

Day 17 – Art Mixing Green

 Review the Shapes and Art Cards

 Bring out the yellow and blue paints.  Mix equal portions of blue and yellow in a 
container.  What color do you get? 

 Clean-up the area and store the green pain for use tomorrow.



Day 18 – Art   Ovals in Green

 Wet your paper and dab sufficient green paint on it.

 After you do each of the following demonstrations, have the student duplicate 
the move.  

 Show the student how to make an oval:
o With a finger – use each on both hands!
o With all fingers closed together
o Using the but of the hand
o With the side of the hand
o With the whole hand in flat mode
o Using the knuckles of the hand
o Using the hand in a fist
o Using the fingernails.

 Let the student finalize his picture creatively as he wished – remembering that 
this is a study in green ovals.

 Teach the child proper clean-up of his equipment and area.

Day 19 – Art   Green in Nature, Part One

 Make a list of as many things as you can that are green in nature and/or around
your home.  Use this list tomorrow.

Day 20 – Art    Green in Nature, Part Two

 Wet your paper and dab sufficient red paint on it.

 Use your list from yesterday to draw as many green things as you desire..

 Use the following techniques:
o A finger
o All fingers closed together
o Using the but of the hand
o With the side of the hand
o With the whole hand in flat mode
o Using the knuckles of the hand
o Using the hand in a fist
o Using the fingernails.

 Let the student finalize his picture creatively as he wished – remembering that 
this is a study in green things.

 Have the child clean-up his equipment and area



Week Five

Day 21 – Art   Learning the Diamond

 Explain that a diamond is a four-sided figure that stands on one of it’s corners.

 Draw several diamonds on a paper and have the student copy you.
o Examples of Diamonds:

 Make a card for the Diamond shape.

 Review your Art and Shape Cards.

 Make a card for the diamond shape.

Day 22 – Art    Mixing Purple

 Review the Shapes and Art Cards

 Bring out the red and blue paints.  Mix equal portions of blue and red in a 
container.  What color do you get? 

 Clean-up the area and store the purple pain for use tomorrow.

 Explain what a straight line is. Make a card:  What is a Straight line? On one side; a 
straight line on the other side, as per the Beehive Brain Box Learning System and 
add it to the Shapes Card Set.

Day 23 – Art    Purple Diamonds

 Wet your paper and dab sufficient Purple paint on it.

 After you do each of the following demonstrations, have the student duplicate the 
move.

 Show the student how to make a diamond
o With a finger
o With all fingers closed together
o Using the but of the hand
o With the side of the hand
o With the whole hand in flat mode
o Using the knuckles of the hand



o Using the hand in a fist
o Using the fingernails.

 Let the student finalize his picture creatively as he wishes – remembering that this 
is a study in purple diamonds.

 Teach the child proper clean-up of his equipment and area

Day 24– Art   Things Purple

 Make a list of items that are or could be purple:  plums, a royal robe, eggplant, 
carrots- yes there ARE purple ones – cabbage, part of the rainbow, bruise…...

Day 25 – Art        A Study in Purple

 Wet your paper and dab sufficient Purple paint on it.

 Have the student use the following techniques to make his study of things purple. 
o With a finger
o With all fingers closed together
o Using the but of the hand
o With the side of the hand
o With the whole hand in flat mode
o Using the knuckles of the hand
o Using the hand in a fist
o Using the fingernails.

 Let the student make his picture of purple things as creatively as he wishes – 
remembering that this is a study in purple.

 Have the student clean-up his equipment and area.

Week 6

Day 26 – Art           Learning the Rectangle

 Review the Shape Cards.

 Review the Art Cards.

 Learn the rectangle shape.

o Draw several rectangles of different size on a piece of paper and have your 
student copy your drawings.

o Examples:



 Make a card for the rectangle shape.

Day 27 – Art          Mixing Orange  

 Take out your red and yellow finger paints. Put equal portions in a new container 
and mix.   What is the new color?

 Put the top on the new container and save for tomorrow.

Day 28 – Art         Orange Rectangles

 Review your shape cards

 Review your Art cards

 Have the student make a painting of rectangles, using the various techniques given 
below.  Have him repeat the name of the shape as he “draws” it.

 Have him wet his paper and dab sufficient Orange paint on it.

 Have the student draw the shape using the following techniques:
o With a finger
o With all fingers closed together
o Using the but of the hand
o With the side of the hand
o With the whole hand in flat mode
o Using the knuckles of the hand
o Using the hand in a fist
o Using the fingernails.

 Let the student finalize his picture creatively as he wishes – remembering that this 
is a study in orange rectangles.

 Have the child clean-up his equipment and area

Day 29 – Art Things Orange

 Brainstorm and make a list of things orange.

 Suggestions:  Sun, sunset, orange fruit, orioles, flowers, pumpkins…., 

Day 30 – Art A Study in Orange

 Using the Card Sets, quiz the child on the following:
o The shapes
o The names of the three primary colors and have him identify each
o The meaning of tri, quad, angle and lateral.

 Have the child finger paint a freestyle picture in orange of things from yesterday’s 



list.   

 Have the child demonstrate the proper clean-up of his equipment and area.

When you have completed these lessons, 
advance to

ART Lessons 31 - 45



BEEHIVE ONLINE

Basic Art 
Lessons 31 - 45 

What’s Coming-Up?

 Learning the Color Wheel

Materials Needed

 Ingredients to make finger paint – or purchase some from a store – in red, yellow, 
and blue.

 White cardboard at least 8” wide and long or poster board
 5” x 7” index cards 
 Containers to hold homemade finger paint
 Smock or Dad’s old shirt
 Table coverings – newspapers, old table cloth, etc.
 Black Marker; scissors.

Week 7

Day 31 – Art            Reviewing the Primary Colors

 Take out your yellow, blue and red finger paints.

 Make a card for yellow by writing Yellow on one side of the card and then turning it over 
and painting the other side with yellow.

 Repeat this process for blue and red.

 Review the Art Cards.

Day 32 – Art Mixing Green

 Review the Shapes and Art Cards

 Bring out the yellow and blue paints.  Mix equal portions of blue and yellow in a 
container.  

 Make a card for Green as you did for red, yellow and blue.

 Clean-up the area and store the green pain for use tomorrow.

Day 33 – Art   Formula for Green

 Put “The Formula for Green” on the front of a 5” x 7” card.

 On the back put:

with the finger paints
+ =



Day 34 – Art Mixing  Purple 

 Review the Shapes and Art Cards

 Bring out the red and blue paints.  Mix equal portions of blue and red in a container.

 Make a card for Purple as you did for red, yellow and blue.

 Clean-up the area and store the purple paint for use tomorrow.

Day 35 – Art Formula for Purple

 Put “The Formula for Purple” on the front of a 5” x 7” card.

 On the back put:

with the finger paints

Week 8

Day 36 – Art Mixing  Orange 

 Review the Shapes and Art Cards

 Bring out the red and yellow paints.  Mix equal portions of yellow and red in a 
container.  

 Make a card for Orange as you did for red, yellow and blue.

 Clean-up the area and store the green pain for use tomorrow.

Day 37 – Art Formula for Orange

 Put “The Formula for Orange” on the front of a 5” x 7” card.

 On the back put:

Using the finger paints

+ =

+ =



Day 38 – Art Tracing and Cutting Your Wheel

 Take out your piece of cardboard or poster board.

 Take a luncheon plate from the cupboard.

 Put the plate upside down on the cardboard or poster board.
o With either piece of card board, put the plate up to the edge of the ‘board’ 

on two sides.  See illustration.

 Trace around the plate.

 Take off the plate.  Wash and dry it and return it to the cupboard.

 Cut around the outline of the plate.

 Take a ruler and draw a line through the center of the circle.

 Tentatively divide each half into three equal parts.

 Connect the marks on the opposite sides.

 You now have the basic design for you color wheel.



Day 39 – Art Painting the Color Wheel, Part One

 Review your Art Cards – Colors, words, etc.

 Review you Shapes Card.

 Take out your Primary Colors.

 Using the Black Marker, widen each line on the color wheel
                                   B

              R

                                  Y
.

 Using the Pattern above, 
o Paint RED in the R area
o Blue in the B area
o Yellow in the Y area.

 Let the wheel dry over night

 Clean-up of equipment and area.

Day 40 – Art   Painting the Color Wheel, Part Two

 Use your Color Cards to help you know what SECONDARY COLORS – the Green, the
Orange, and the Purple to put in which spots on the color wheel.

 What two colors make purple?  Put purple between those two colors.

 What two colors make orange?  Put orange between those two colors.

 What two colors make green?  Put green between those two colors.

 Make a card:  One side should say “Secondary Colors”.  The other side can be 
dabbed in a spot of orange, another spot of green, and a third spot of purple.

 Allow the Secondary Color Card and the Color Wheel to dry overnight.

Week Nine

Day 41 – Art    Complementary Colors, Part One

 A complementary color is one that is opposite on the color wheel.

 What is the COMPLEMENTARY color to Yellow?

 What is the COMPLEMENTARY color to Red?

 What is the COMPLEMENTARY color to Blue?



 Now, take out 3 index cards.

o On the right side of the front of each card it should say: “The 
COMPLIMENTARY COLOR TO “

o On the left side of the front, dab a different one of the primary colors.  One 
card gets a spot of red, another of blue, and the third card gets a spot of 
yellow.

o Leave the Cards to dry overnight.

 Remember to clean-up

Day 42 – Art Complementary Colors, Part Two

 When the fronts of the three COMPLEMENTARY CARDS are dry, turn them over.

 On the back side on the right hand side write: “The COMPLEMENTARY COLOR TO”

 On the left hand side of the back of the card:

o For the card with yellow on the front, put a dab of purple

o For the card with red on the front, put a dab of green

o For the card with blue on the front, put a dab of orange.

o Leave the cards to dry overnight.

 Clean-up the equipment and area

Day 43 – Art   Studies in Complements, One

 Get out the orange and blue paints.

 Create a picture of your choice with these COMPLEMENTARY colors.  You can do 
shapes, sky with an orange sun, designs, objects and orange and blue things in 
nature.  Whatever, it’s for FUN and YOUR CHOICE.  Just DO NOT MIX the two colors.
Keep them separate.

 Remember to clean-up

 Review your shape and art cards.

Day 44 – Art    Studies in Complements, Two

 Review the Shapes and Art Cards

 Get out the yellow and purple paints.

 Create a picture of your choice with these COMPLEMENTARY colors.  You can do 
shapes, purple flowers and pumpkins, designs, objects and yellow and purple things
in nature.  Whatever, it’s for FUN and YOUR CHOICE.  Just DO NOT MIX the two 
colors.  Keep them separate.



 Remember to clean-up

Day 45 – Art    Studies on Complements, Three

 Review your shape and art cards.

 Get out the red and green paints.

 Create a picture of your choice with these COMPLEMENTARY colors.  You can do 
shapes, a green Christmas tree and red presents under it, designs, objects and 
green and red things in nature.  Whatever, it’s for FUN and YOUR CHOICE.  Just DO 
NOT MIX the two colors.  Keep them separate.

 Remember to clean-up

When you have completed these lessons, 
advance to

ART Lessons 46 - 60



BEEHIVE ONLINE 

Basic Art 
Lessons 46 - 62 

What’s Coming-Up?

 Learning about Hues, Tints and Shades
 Studies in Black and White
 Learning about Blacks, Whites, and Grays

Materials Needed

 Ingredients to make finger paint – or purchase some from a store – in red, yellow, 
and blue.

 Commercial white and black finger paint.
 2 White poster boards
 5” x 7” index cards 
 Containers to hold homemade finger paint
 Smock or Dad’s old shirt
 Table coverings – newspapers, old table cloth, etc.

Week 10

Day 46 – Art          Quarterly Check-up, Part One

 Get out your paints.

 Paint the following using the described technique:

o A purple rectangle with a finger

o A yellow square with all fingers closed together

o A green oval using the but of the hand

o A blue triangle using the knuckles of the hand

o A red circle using the hand in a fist

o An orange square using the fingernails.

 Take a quiz using the art cards on the following:
o Tri
o Quad
o Lateral
o Angle 

 Clean-up of equipment and area

Day 47 – Art        Quarterly Check-up, Part Two

 Take out your finger paints.



 On your paper, make an accurate copy of the color wheel, with the “pie slices” 
separated as shown, so that the colors do NOT mix.

 Explain:

o Which are the primary colors
o Which are the secondary colors
o The complement of red
o The compliment of orange
o The compliment of blue
o The complement of Yellow
o The compliment of green
o The complement of purple
o How to make purple
o How to make orange
o How to make green.

 Have the student clean-up his equipment and area.

Day 48 – Art Hues

 A Hue is the purest example of a color. The REAL Color

 For example:  Red, purple, blue, green, yellow and orange are all hues. 

 Make a card for hues.  Put Hues on the front and a dab of each of your paints in the
reverse side.  Put on the painted side:  True Colors.

 Colors on this color wheel are all hues.
Day 49 – Art   Tints

 Tints are made by adding an amount of white to a color.



 For example:

 Make a card for the definition of tint.
o On the front put “tint”
o On the back put:  is made by adding white to a hue.

Day 50 – Art Shades

 Review the Shapes and Art Cards

 A shade of a color is made by adding black to a hue.

 For example:

 Make a card for the definition of a shade.
o On the front put “shade”.
o On the back put:  “Is made by adding black to a hue.”

 A LOOK AHEAD:  
Next week you will be painting in tints; 

the week after that, in shades.

Week 11

Day 51 – Art Studies in Tints: Red

 Prepare the poster board by one of two methods:
o 1 - Divide it as shown with making the divisions in black marker:



o 2 – Divide the poster board as shown above and then           cut it up into 
six equal pieces.

 You will be using each of the primary and secondary colors in your studies of tints.  
Each division of the big board, or one of the pieces of a cut-up poster board is for 
one of each of the colors.

 HINT:  If you have room and wish to display your poster board of tints, keep it 
together.  If it would be easier to keep the tint studies in smaller pieces, do that.  
ALSO:  USE VERY LITTLE PAINT in each dab.

 Pick one of the small boards, or the FIRST left top section of the big board and 
write:  

o Tints of Red             (and put a dab of the hue red.)

 Below this, take a fifty cent piece or a small lid or other round object and put six 
circles in this manner:

 On a piece of finger paint paper or freezer paper or a palette put six equal amounts 
of red, equaling six drops or equal portions each.

 For the first dab, add one drop or equal portion of white.  Mix this.  Put the resulting
tint in the first circle at the top left.

 Continue with the second dab of red, adding TWO drops or equal portions of white.  
Mix this and put the resulting tint in the middle circle on the top row.

 Then, add three drops or equal portions of white to the third dab of red. Mix it and 
put the resulting tint in the top right circle.

 Continue mixing, adding 4, 5, or 6 drop or equal portions of white to each of the 
three remaining dabs of red and putting the resulting hues in the circles.

 Your finished product should look something like this:



 When you are done, set your painting aside to dry and clean-up.  

Day 52 – Art Studies in Tints:  Blue 

 Review the Shapes and Art Cards

 Repeat the above procedure, only with blue.  

 Clean-up the area and store the paint.

Day 53 – Art Studies in Tints:  Yellow

 Repeat the above procedure, only with tallow.

 When you are done, clean-up.

Day 54 – Art Studies in Tints:  Purple

 Review Shapes and Arts Cards as needed.                                      (You should 
KNOW these by now.)

 Repeat the above procedure, only with purple.

 Clean-up.

Day 55 – Art Studies in Tints: Green and Orange

 Repeat the above procedure, only with green.

 Repeat the procedure using orange.

 Make sure you clean-up after yourself.

Week Twelve

Day 56 – Art   Studies in Shades: Creating the Board and Red

 Review any cards you need to, to solidify the information.

 Repeat the procedure for making the tints boards, only replace the word Tints with 
Shades.



 Repeat the procedure for mixing red tints, only use black to make the shades, 
adding first one, then two, then three drops and on up to six of black to darken the 
hue.

 Clean-up your work place.

Day 57 – Art    Studies in Shades:  Yellow and Blue

 Repeat the procedure for making shades using yellow.

 Repeat the procedure for making shades using blue.

 Remember to do a good job of cleaning-up.

Day 58 – Art Studies in Shades: Purple 

 Repeat the procedure for making shades using purple.

 Clean-up the equipment and area

Day 59 – Art   Studies in Shades: Orange

 Repeat the procedure for making shades using orange.

 Remember to clean-up

 Review your shape and art cards as needed.

Day 60 – Art    Studies in Shades: Green

 Repeat the procedure for making shades using green

 Remember to clean-up

Week 13

Day 61 – Art          Study in Black and White

 Get out your back and white paints.

 Also use a piece of finger paint paper or freezer paper for this picture.

 Using a ruler to help you draw straight lines,  draw the following shapes on your 
paper:

o Square
o Rectangle
o Triangle 
o Diamond

 Using a plate or bottle top or other round object, draw a circle.



 Also draw an oval.

 Your paper might look something like this:

 Outline each shape as is shown with a black marker

 Paint three shapes black and three shapes white.  In our example you would paint 
the square, rectangle and triangle black and the others white.  You want to have an 
‘every other one’ effect by painting every-other-one black and the others white.

 Clean-up of equipment and area

Day 62 – Art        Study in Grays:  Mixing Black and White

 Take out your black and white finger paints and a paper plate.

 Prepare your freezer or finger paint paper as shown:

 Using your paper plate as a palette, mix together two equal portions of black and 
white.  You will want to make enough to do a study in tinting and shading, using 
your ½ white / ½  black, gray paint as a base.

 Using your prepared piece of finger paint paper or freezer paper, put a circle of your
pure gray in the middle circle

 Now, put five equal but separate dabs of you pure gray toward the upper rim of 
your palette.  To the first circle, add a small dab of white.  Put this in the upper 
right hand circle on the paper.

 Next, ask two small dabs of white to the next pure dab of gray.  Mix it and put in 



the next to the right hand circle at the top of the paper.

 Next, use another dab of pure gray on the rim of your plate palette and mix in three
dabs of white. Put this paint in the center on the upper row.

 For the next dab of pure gray on the rim, add four small drops or dabs of white and 
put the resulting tint of gray in the circle left of center on the top row.

 Fill the left top circle with a mixture of pure gray and five dabs or drops of white.

 For the bottom row of circles, begin on the left.  

 Put five more separate dabs of pure gray toward the lower rim of the palette.  To 
the first dab add one drop of black.  Put this in the bottom left hand circle.

 Continue on, adding two drops of black to the next dab on your palette, and put the
resulting shade in the next circle on the paper.

 Then, add three drops of black to the next dab, mix and fill-in the center bottom 
circle with the resulting shade of gray.

 For the next circle, add four drops of black to the gray and for the last circle, add 
five drops of black to the gray.

 You now have a study in Gray tints and shades!

 Make a card for gray:

o On the front put: “Formula for gray”
o On the back put: ”equal amounts of black and white” and paint as shown:

 Do a good job of cleaning-up your tools and area.
Advance to  ART Lessons 63 - 75

Equal amounts of black and white

                   +                 =



BEEHIVEONLINE

Basic Art 
Lessons 63 - 75 

What’s Coming-Up?

 Cutting Accurately

Materials Needed

 Ingredients to make finger paint – or purchase some from a store – in red, yellow, 
and blue.

 Commercial white and black finger paint.
 White poster boards
 5” x 7” index cards 
 Containers to hold homemade finger paint
 Smock or Dad’s old shirt
 Table coverings – newspapers, old table cloth, etc.
 Scissors

Day 63 – Art Cutting the Edge

 Cutting accurately around the edge of a picture, or a pattern in sewing, or a shape 
in making a design, is an important skill.  It helps to train the small muscles of the 
hands to do a better job of writing.

 Here we present progressively more difficult pictures for the student to cut-out.  
The shapes and pictures will be used in

o Lessons 76 – 90: Coloring 
o Lessons 91 - 105: Water Colors

And in
o Lessons 106 – 120: Designs with Shapes

 Lesson 63 through 75 simple have printable shapes and pictures to cut-out.
 Cut on the black lines





Day 64 – Art   Practice with Smaller Curves and Lines

                                                                           



Day 65 – Art Cutting New Shapes

                                                                                       

                                                                                        



Week 14

Day 66 – Art Smaller Shapes

                                                                                                         

                                              

                                       



Day 67 – Art Outline Pictures 

 Directions:  Cut-out around the image

                      



Day 68 – Art Intricate Cutting





         



Day 69 – Art Pages for Coloring LATER – Cut Around the Edges
of the items in the pictures.





Day 70 – Art More pages for Coloring LATER





Week 15

Day 71 – Art   Pages to Color or Paint – LATER     
Cut Around the Edges of the figures,
            NOT in between them.

      





  



Day 72 – Art    More Pictures to Paint – LATER    Cut Around Edges
Do NOT cut in between Elijah and the bird



Cut out around the rays, Not in between the rays and Jesus.
Also, DO cut around Jesus’ head, hands, and feet.



Day 73 – Art More Pictures to Paint – Cut Around the Edges

Cut around the image of the fish

Day 74 – Art   More Pictures to Color      Cut Around the Edges

Cut around the outside of the parts of this picture.
Do NOT cut between the flowers and the bird.





Day 75 – Art    Final Pictures to Paint      Cut Around the Edges
                                                Cut around the landscape and the Duck.



Cut around the balls on the top of this picture,
but NOT between the balls and the clown.

Also, do NOT cut between the clown’s hands and head.

When you have completed these lessons,
advance to

           ART Lessons 76 – 90
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Basic Art 
Lessons 76 - 90

What’s Coming-Up?

 Learning to Color with Crayons
 Coloring within the lines
 Creating effects with separated, light color
 Creating effects with dense, shiny, saturated color

Materials Needed

 A small pack of crayons. 
o Black, white, gray, brown, primary and secondary colors

 Pictures to color.
 Tooth picks.
 A piece of old terry cloth, about the size of wash cloth.

Week 16        IMPORTANT: Let the student take his time and be careful.

Day 76 – Art          Coloring Within the Lines

 Start with the big shapes: oval and square.

 Color them lightly, holding your crayon so that the side of the top of the crayon 
colors the figure.

 There should no NO lines, just a soft coloring.

 The color is your choice, but make each a different color.

 Also color the medium oval, square, circle, and triangle from Day 64, page 33.

 Choose four different colors, different from the ones you used for the big oval and 
square.

 Use one of these crayons on each of the medium shapes.

 When finished, you should have “Stayed within the lines” and have six shapes with 
a soft pastel, “cotton candy” effect.

 Store these shapes for use in a later activity.

Day 77 – Art      Coloring Within the Lines with Smaller Shapes.

 Using the shapes from page 65, Pick a shape and pick a color.

 Bear down heavily, but not heavily enough to break the crayon.

 Color the shape until the color is “shiny”. 

 Do the same with the other shapes from the page, using a different color for each.



Day 78 – Art Coloring Within the Lines with the Smallest Shapes

 Use the shapes from Day 66, page 35.

 Color the smiley face a bright, shiny yellow.  Take a light clean cloth and rub it 
gently.  What happens?

 Color the triangle with a dark, shiny, dense blue.  Bearing down on your crayon, but
not hard enough to break it.  When you are done with the blue, cover the red with 
black.

 Color the hexagon a bright shiny green.  When done, cover it with a shiny dense 
covering of black.

 Color the heart a shiny dark red and then cover it with a shiny, dense black.

 Color the many-sided figure with a dark, shiny brown.  Cover it with a dark, shiny 
black.

 Color the arch with a dark, shiny purple or violet.  Then, cover that with the dark, 
shiny black.

 Color the moon a dark, shiny yellow.  Cover that with a dark, shiny black.

 Color the oval with a dark, shiny orange.  Cover that with black.

 Now, carefully take a tooth pick and scrape off a bit of the black on one of the 
figures.  Make designs by taking off sections of the black and allowing the color 
beneath to shine through.

 Do this to all seven shapes.

 Examples:

                                                                

Day 79 – Art   Coloring and Mixing Techniques

 Color the three objects from Day 67 on page 36:  The cat, the face and the angel.

 First, draw a face in the head.



o With a pencil, draw a very light line across the head from the top of one ear 
to the top of the other ear.

o Draw a pair of eyebrows just above this line and a pair of eyes just below it.
o Then add a nose and a mouth.

 Second, add a face to the angel. 

 Third, Color the cat:
o Lightly color the ears and nose with white and then red.
o Use your finger to “mix’ the colors into a soft tint.
o Colors the eyes a light green.
o Use your fingers to again “melt” the green into softness.
o Color the tongue a dark, shiny black.
o Color the remainder of the cat’s face with the black, lightly filling-in the area 

with a light, circular motion.
o Again, “soften” the black by rubbing it hard with your finger.
o NOTE: If your finger rubbing does not “mix”, “melt”, or “soften” the colors, 

try using a small terry cloth.

Day 80 – Art Coloring and Mixing Techniques, Continued.

 Fourth, color the head:
o Erase the line between the eyebrows and eyes.
o Color the ears VERY lightly with the orange crayon.  Then “soften” the color 

with the terry cloth.
o Color the pupils of the eyes dark blue and the rest of the eyes white – both 

with a heavy, dark, dense coloring.
o Color the lips with a medium force red color, not extremely dark and dense, 

nor very light.  “Soften” this with the cloth.
o Use the orange on the nose in the same depth and force of color.  “Soften” 

the nose with the terry cloth.
o Color the eyebrows with a deep, dense, shiny brown.
o Outline the eyes with the pencil.
o Draw a line halfway between the top of the eyebrows and the top of the 

head.
o Beginning just above this line and continuing down halfway between the line 

and the eyebrows, draw semi-shiny backwards C’s, close together.  These 
are the person’s bangs.  The line should be covered by the bangs.

o Beginning under the left ear and continuing up over and around the left ear 
and over the top of the head and down over and around the right ear and 
below it:  In semi-shiny brown, color in hair by continuously moving your 
brown crayon in a circular motion.

o When done with the outline, fill-in the hair between the top of the head and 
the bangs, continuing with the semi-shiny brown coloring and in the circular 
motion.  

o Lastly, color in the rest of the face with a very, very light orange and ‘soften”
it.

 Fifth, color the angel:
o Color the halo a dense, shiny yellow and “soften it.
o Color in the angel’s features by outlining her lips with red; her nose with 

orange, her eyes with pencil.
o Color her eyes blue and her eyebrows golden yellow.



o Give her golden hair.
o Color the rest of the angel a heavy, dense white, as shiny as you can get it.

Week 17

Day 81 – Art                Shiny and Dull Pumpkin and A Goldfish

Pumpkin
 First, go over the lines in the stem, making them shiny black.

 Second, fill-in the rest of the stem with a medium, black intensity.

 Third, draw over the black lines of the pumpkin with orange, in dark, heavy, shiny strokes. 
This will no doubt take more than once or twice going over the same area.  This should 
give a shiny orange over and own each side of the pumpkin’s rib lines

 Fourth, make sure that the top and bottom lines of the pumpkin also get the heavy, dense,
shiny lines.

 Fifth, fill-in the pumpkin with a medium dense orange.  Use straight up and down strokes. 
“Soften” this using up and down strokes and being careful NOT to lessen the brightness of 
the rib lines.

 Finally, use a heavy, shiny, dense covering of dark green for the leaves.

Goldfish
 What color is a goldfish, really?

 Is it shiny or dull?

 Color it realistically with the right colors and the right density and shininess of color.

Day 82 – Art Turkey Fun 

 Review your Art and Shape Cards

 Taking your time and doing a good job, color the Turkey, using different colors and 
the coloring techniques that you have learned.


Day 83 – Art Pilgrim  Make-over

 Put faces on the pilgrims and color the faces.

 Paste the Pilgrims on an 8 ½” x 11” sheet of paper.  Draw in their bodies and finish 
the coloring job.  You can make them short and skinny or tall and fat or short or 
whatever. Just HAVE FUN.

 Remember:  Pilgrims wore brown, gray, black, white and very dark blue clothing.

Day 84 – Art  Christmas Presents & Bell

 Color the presents.  Color some shiny and some softened.

 Color the bells any way you wish, but be neat and stay within the lines.



Day 85 – Art Manger Scene

 Color the manger scene carefully, staying with in the lines and in softened tones.

 Pay particular attention to coloring the faces in realistic colors.

Week 18

Day 86 – Art   The Empty Tomb

 First, color the vegetation – that’s the plants, with a bright, heavy, dense, shiny 
green.  NOTE:  Do Not worry about the green crayon going beyond the lines.  It
would be very difficult for even the best colorer to keep within the lines given.  
Just DO YOU BEST.

 Second, outline the rocks and the cover the lines on the rocks with a dark, shiny
black color.

 Third, use your gray, black and white crayons to color the rocks, mixing and 
softening the colors.  See what effects you can create.

Day 87 – Art    The Resurrected Jesus

 Color the figure of Jesus as you think He will look when he returns to the earth.
o Decide on the colors you will use.
o Will some of his clothing be bright or will it all be soft?
o THINK about what you are going to do.
o Make a PLAN and then – DO IT!

 Color the space between Jesus and the ends of the lines toward him in a shiny 
white.

 Color the lines and the area around them in a shiny Yellow.


Day 88 – Art The Grand Old Flag

 Color the top and every other stripe, including the bottom stripe, a dark, shiny red.

 Color the other six stripes a bright white.

 Color the stars a shiny, yellow.

 Color the field in back of the stars a dark, shiny blue.

 As needed, use your toothpick technique to clear away the blue from the stars.

Day 89 – Art   Clown Juggler      

 Color the Clown Juggler in an All-Bright, Shiny Technique.

 Remember that you can use any color, any color combination.

 Have FUN with it and see how original you can be.



THOUGHT:  Art is the capacity to follow rules of design and technique 
while still being very original and inventive.

Day 90 – Art    The Butterfly

 Use the softening techniques to color the butterfly.

 Again, be original.  Use what ever colors you wish in whatever combinations.

 Have FUN and see how original you can be.

When you have completed these lessons,
advance to

           ART Lessons 91 - 105



BEEHIVE ONLINE 

Basic Art 
Lessons 91 - 105

What’s Coming-Up?

 Learning to Paint with Water Colors
 Painting within the lines
 Creating effects with light color
 Creating effects with denser color

Materials Needed

 2 Sets of Crayola Washable Water Colors – with 8 colors and brush
 Pictures to color.
 Water cup for rinsing the brushes.
 Two or more bushes – small, pointed, medium and perhaps a 1/4”
 Table protection – cloth or newspapers.
 A smock or apron – person protection.
 Tablet or pack of individual art paper.
 Paper towels.

Week 19        IMPORTANT: Let the student take his time and enjoy. 

Day 91 – Art          Painting Within the Lines

 Download and print again the shapes found on Days 63-66,                    on pages 
32 – 35.  This time:  do NOT cut them out.

 Set-up your area with the requisite table covering, water cup, paper towels, paints, 
1/4”  brush, etc. and wear a protective covering of some type.

 Open your water colors and note the colors in the tin. 

o Review which ones are primary and which secondary.  
o What is the resulting color called when you add black to a hue?  
o What is the resulting color called when you add white to a hue?

 Select one of the first two shapes, (Large oval or rectangle), select a color for it, 
wet your brush and brush the paint with it, then apply to the shape.   Stay within 
the lines.

o Experiment with making the color darker or light, less or more dense or 
intense by how much paint you put on your brush.

o What happens when you have less water on your brush?  Is the paint deeper
or lighter in color?

o What happens when you have more water on your brush?  What happens to 
the paint?  Is it a less or more intense color?

 Clean-out your brush by dipping it in the water.

 When the water becomes too cloudy or no longer completely cleans your brush, 
change it for new water.



 Now, paint the other of the large shapes.  Select a different color.
o From bottom to top, paint it with stripes of more to less intense color.

 Continue the process using the remaining four shapes.
o Use a different color for each shape.
o Paint each shape in stripes from bottom to top, with the thicker, more 

intense paint in the bottom stripe and each succeeding stripe a thinner, 
lighter paint until the top stripe is the lightest and thinnest.

 Clean-out your brush until there is NO color coming from it when you wipe it on the 
paper towel.

 Clean-up the rest of your equipment and area.

Day 92 – Art      Painting Within the Lines with Smaller Shapes. 

 Use the shapes from Day 65.

 Select a color for each shape.  Do NOT select black for any shape.

 Paint the first shape the color you selected.  

 Clean your brush between each color.

 Paint the second shape the color you selected.  

o This time, however, dip your brush in the black and add just a little black to 
the regular paint already on the shape and mix it in.

o This will give you a shade of the original color.

 Repeat this process with each of the three remaining shapes.
o However, with each succeeding shape, add a bit more black.

 Clean-up.

Day 93 – Art     Painting Within the Lines with the Smallest Shapes-#1

 Use the shapes from Day 66, page 35.

 Select a color for each shape.  There should be a shape for each of your eight 
colors.

 Color each shape with a thick, rich color, using as little water as possible.

 Your painting should look something like this:
Day 66 – Art Smaller Shapes

                                                                                                         



                                              

                                       

 Remember to clean-up and put your supplies away where they go.

Day 94 – Art   Painting Within the Lines with the Smallest Shapes-#2

 Use another copy of the shapes from Day 66, page 35.

 Select a color for each shape.  There should be a shape for each of you eight colors.

 Now, wet your paper, by taking your bigger brush and the water cup and brushing 
water over the top of the shapes.

 Next, start painting with a very light concentration of each paint.

 How does this painting compare with yesterday’s?



 An example of how the painting might look appears below on      page 65.

 Do remember to clean-up your area.  THANKS!

Day 95 - Paint Coloring and Mixing Techniques

 Use the three shapes from Day 68.

 Prepare your papers by placing each leaf on another piece of paper in the same 
arrangement as they were before they were cut-out.

o Attach by curling under two to four pieces of tape for each leaf, so that that 
each piece of tape is in a circle with the sticky surface on the outside.

o Press down the tape flat on the back of each leaf and attach each leaf to a 
paper.

o Use as much tape as necessary so that the leaf surface does not curl.

 What colors can leaves be in nature?
o (All shades and tints of green, brown, red, orange and yellow.) 

 Of your six leaves:
o Paint two of them green.

 Do one in a tint of green
 Do the other in a shade of green.

o Paint another leaf in a shade or tint of yellow.
o Paint a fourth leaf in a shade or tint of orange.
o Paint another leaf in a shade or tint of red.
o Paint the last leaf in brown.  How do you get brown?

 Mix small amounts of blue and orange.  Do you have brown?
 Mix small amounts of red and green.  What color do you have?
 Mix small amounts of yellow and purple.  What color do you have?
 Paint the leaf with the brown colors.

 Clean-up your equipment and area.
Day 66 – Art Smaller Shapes ala Day 94 Lesson

                                                                                                         



                                              

                                       

Week 20

Day 96 – Art Freestyle - HAVE FUN!

 Take a piece of art paper and with your black marker, make a doodle.

 Color each of the resulting closed figures in your doodle with different colors.

 You could even make more NEW colors, by mixing green with yellow or blue to 
create two new colors.

 You could do the same by
o Mixing purple with red or blue
o Mixing orange with red or yellow.

 Clean-up.

Day 97 – Art          Little Boy at Prayers – Soft Color Mode

 First, wet your paper as you did in the Day 94 lesson.

 Second, look at the picture of the boy at prayer (page 46) and determine what colors you 
are going to use for his face, hair, teddy bear, hands, jacket, pants and shoe.



 Third, Determine if you will mix any colors to create a color not in your water color set.

 Fourth, begin by working out from the center.  

o First apply the color you chose for the hands.
o Second apply color to the face and neck.
o Third, do the bear.
o Fourth Do the jacket.
o Fifth do the hair
o Sixth, do the pants.
o Last, do the shoe.

 Let it sit until it is dry.  Do NOT attempt to pick it up as the colors will probably run and get
mixed.

Day 98 – Art Elijah Being Fed by Ravens

 Review your Art and Shape Cards

 Taking your time and doing a good job, paint the picture of Elijah being fed by the 
ravens.  If you do not know this story or have forgotten it, look it up on pages 128-
129 in Old Testament Stories.

 Be sure to do a good job of cleaning-up your area and tools.

Day 99 – Art Chick Mixed Techniques

 Use the Chick picture from page 52.

 Use a mixed technique – make some areas bright and give them deep color.  Make 
other areas soft with light color.

 Remember:  The thickness of your paint on your brush and whether or not you wet 
the paper first, will determine how your painting will look.

 Do a good job of cleaning-up you area.

Day 100 – Art Owl Fun

 Color the Owl as you see fit.  Have FUN with it.

 Pay particular attention to keeping the paint within the lines.

 Don’t leave a mess for someone else to take care of.  THANKS.

Week 21

Day 101 – Art   Jesus and the Children

 First, study this picture.

 Second, determine what you want to be soft and what you would like to be 
dense color.



 Third, the colors you will use for each part of the picture.

 Wet and paint the soft areas today.  Set it aside and let it dry overnight.

Day 102 – Art    Jesus and the Children, Part 2

 Paint the rest of the picture according to your plan, making the colors rich and 
dense.

 Remember to do a good job of cleaning-up.

Day 103 – Art Free Style

 This is your chance to create what YOU want. Some suggestions:
o A painting of your toys
o Your house and yard
o A Beach scene
o Balloons
o An animal or animals
o ANYTHING YOU WANT!

Day 104 – Art   Student Choice      

 Remember your techniques and you them in a picture of your choice.

 Also, remember to make a plan.  Determine ahead of time what you are drawing 

and what your colors will be.

 Remember that you can use any color, and any color combination.

 Have FUN with it and see how original you can be.

Day 105 – Art    The Butterfly - Revisited

 Paint the following butterfly using primary, secondary, and mixed colors, hard and 
soft techniques. Have FUN and see how original you can be.

HINT:  You might even want to create a whole flock of Butterflies, each one with a 
unique design.  In that case, print or copy the butterfly design multiple 
times.

It is fun to let the paintings dry, cut them out and hang then in a mobile.

When you have completed these lessons,
advance to ART Lessons 106 – 120





BEEHIVE ONLINE 

Basic Art 
Lessons 106 – 120:

Designs with Shapes

What’s Coming-Up?

 Learning to Make Designs with Shapes

Materials Needed

 Construction Paper – varied colors
 Elmer’s glue or white school paste.
 Table protection – cloth or newspapers.
 A smock or apron – person protection.
 Tablet for pack of individual art paper.
 Ruler
 Scissors
 Colored and painted shapes from the last six weeks

Week 22       

Day 106 – Art          Colored Collage

 Using the colored by crayon shapes, arrange them close together, some overlapping
and without leaving much white space , on a sheet of art paper – hopefully 11” x 
22”. 

 When you have determined the arrangement you want, paste them in place.

 This is called a collage of shapes.

 Be sure to clean-up.  THANKS.

Day 107 – Art      Painted Shapes Collage. 

 Using your painted shapes, arrange the shapes on another 11” x 22” sheet to make 
another collage..

 When you are satisfied with the design, paste each shape in place..

 Clean-up.

Day 108 – Art     Mayhem in the Classroom! (Just Kidding!)

 Take out a sheet of each color of construction paper.

 First, fold each sheet in half and cut it so that you have two sheets that are 8 ½” by
5 ½” of each color.

 Put these sheets into two sets.  Set the one set aside.



 Now, using the other set of half sheets, take your scissors and cut out ALL SORTS of
DIFFERENT shapes.

 Suggestions

o You can do ANY kind of shapes you want
o Squiggly shapes:
o Circular shapes:
o Straight line shapes:

                                                                                                         

 You can use bottle tops, jar tops, coins, small plates or bowls to make circles.
 Use your ruler to design other shapes OR
 Design as you are cutting with the scissors.
 THE POINT HERE IS TO CUT-UP ALL of the ONE Set of HALF-Sheets into various 

shapes of varying sizes.

 HAVE FUN.  TOMORROW YOU BEGIN TO CONSTRUCT.

 Store shapes in a gallon size Ziploc bag.

 Remember to clean-up and put your supplies away where they go.

Day 109 – Art   Constructing a Large Miscellaneous Shape Collage

 Use another 11” x 22” paper.  Hint:  you can tape two 8 ½” by 11” pieces together!

 Begin in the center.



 Pick the shape with which you wish to start.

 Paste it done – in the center of the paper.

 Pick another shape.  It can be ANY shape, but one like the first one you pasted.  It 
can also be ANY color, except the color of the first piece.  Paste it down, starting to 
spiral out and around from the center piece.

 Continue pasting pieces.  The ONLY RULES:

o No two pieces of the same shape can be next to each other.
o No two pieces that are next to each other can be of the same color.

 When you have fully covered the paper you are done.  Let it dry.

 Do remember to clean-up your area.  THANKS!

Day 110 -   Constructing a Smaller Collage in a Square or Rectangle

 This time, take the remainder of the shapes you have cut and sort them according 
to type:

o Straight line or
o Circular

 Make a collage using the straight line shapes according to the above collage rules 
on a piece of paper 8 ½” x 11”.

o No two pieces of the same shape can be next to each other.
o No two pieces that are next to each other can be of the same color.

 In this case it is OK for you to have white space left on the outside edges of your 
paper.

 Make a square or rectangular collage of these shapes, again starting in the middle 
and working to the outer edges, but creating a square or rectangular shape as you 
go.

 Clean-up your equipment and area.
                                                                                                         

Week 23

Day 111 – Art Collage in the Round

 This time make a circular collage using the circular shapes on a piece of paper 8 ½” 
x 11”.

 Observe the Collage rules:
o No two pieces of the same shape can be next to each other.
o No two pieces that are next to each other can be of the same color.

 It is OK for you to have white space left on the outside edges of your paper.

 Starting in the middle and working to the outer edges, create a circle shape as you 
go.



 Use ALL the shapes.

 Clean-up your equipment and area.

Day 112 – Art           Manufacturing Mosaics, Part One

 Take your second stack of 5 ½” x 8 ½” construction paper.

 Acquire sandwich bags in which to store each color of your mosaics.

 Pick one 5 ½” x 8 ½” sheet.  Cut it into small pieces:

 No smaller than:             or      

 No bigger than:                   or                    

 Pieces can also be any size in between these sizes.

 You will use more of the smaller sizes, so make more of them.

 As you cut-up one color, put it in the sandwich bag and seal it up.

 Then, go on to the next color, put it in a bag, and seal it up.

 Cut-up HALF of your sheets and Call it good for today.

 Remember to clean-up.  HINT:  LOOK at the floor and on your lap, etc.  Little pieces have a
way of escaping.  Get ‘em all.

Day 113 – Art Manufacturing Mosaics, Part Two

 Finish the cutting-up operation started in the last lesson.

 Remember to clean-up.  HINT:  LOOK at the floor and on your lap, etc.  Little pieces have a
way of escaping.  Get ‘em all.

Day 114 – Art What Is A Mosaic?

 It is a picture made by cementing together LOTS of little colored tiles to give the 
effect of a picture.  You are using colored tiles – in this case – colored pieces of 
paper – as you would your crayons or paint.

 The pictures shown below are examples of Mosaics. You can see the individual 
“tiles”.



                

 



 Mosaics can also be designs:

                    

         



 Now that you know what a mosaic is you can begin to think of a picture you might like to 
make using mosaic tiles.

Day 115 – Art Building a Mosaic

 Mosaic Artists start with a pattern or underlying picture to help them place the different 
colored tiles correctly.

 Below is a pattern for a mosaic of a fish.

 Using this pattern carefully place your ‘tiles’ on the pattern to see how it would look.  If 
you need to change colors in some spots, you can.  

 Play around with it.  See what colors look best. (Don’t forget that you might want to 
include a black round tile for the fish eyes.)

 When you are satisfied with the colors and the placement of your tiles, paste the pieces of 
paper onto the pattern.

 Remember to clean-up.



Week 24

Day 116 – Art   More Mosaics

 Below is the outline of a butterfly.

 Use your colored pieces to fill-in the butterfly and your darker pieces to make a 
background on the sheet.



Day 117 – Art    Design a Mosaic, Part One

 Take a sheet of art paper.

 Draw lines 1” apart across the paper both ways from the top to the bottom and side
to side.

 You will end-up with a paper full of 1” squares.

Day 118 – Art Design a Mosaic, Part Two

 Decide which of the following projects – or another one of your own choosing - you would 
like to make.

 Suggestions:
o Balloons floating in the air.
o A hot air balloon in the sky
o A sunrise or sunset
o Your idea.

 Draw your idea on the squared art paper.

 Decide what color ‘tiles’ you will need and get out those colors.

 Score your colored sheets into 1” squares also.

 Try not to use too many colors.  

 Store your project until tomorrow.

Day 119 – Art   Design a Mosaic, Part Three      

 Begin cutting and pasting tile squares on to your pattern.

 When you need a tile that has a corner missing or is of a smaller or different shape,
cut-out a 1” tile and cut it to conform to the shape needed.

 Do the details of your mosaic today, leaving the background for tomorrow.

 Store any supplies and clean-up your area.

Day 120 – Art    Design a Mosaic, Part Four

 Finish the mosaic by finishing tiling the background.

When you have completed these lessons,
advance to ART Lessons 121 - 135
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Basic Art 
Lessons 121 - 135:

The Elements of the Shapes in Design

What’s Coming-Up?

 Learn the few elements or shapes that make-up the art world
 Use these shapes and designs to create art.

Materials Needed.
 Pencil.
 Black Marker
 Crayons
 Paints
 Variety Colored Construction Paper
 Elmer’s glue or white school paste.
 Table protection – cloth or newspapers.
 A smock or apron – person protection.
 Tablet or pack of individual art paper.
 Ruler
 Scissors
 Old Magazines

Week 25       

Day 121 – Art          The 5 Basic Elements of Shape, Part One

 All shape is made up of five basic elements.  Card this.
o Front:  All shape is made up of
o Back:  5 basic elements

 There are two families of basic elements:  Card this (front)
o The Dot and Circle Family Put these on
o The Line Family    the back.

 The first of the five basic elements in art  Card this (front)
o  is the dot:             Card back.

 The Dot is one of two members of the Dot and Circle Family.

 A Dot Element of Shape is  (Card this - Front)
o Any shape that is roundish and colored in. (Card Back).

 You have just made four more cards for your art set.

 Review the other cards in your art set.

Day 122 – Art      Adventures in the First Basic Element of Shape 

 Review your Art Card Set



 Use the media you wish:
o Marker
o Water Colors
o Finger Paint
o Construction Paper
o Crayons

 Create a picture of all sorts of filled-in roundish shapes.
o Make it colorful and fun.
o See how many different kinds of roundish shapes YOU can create.

 When you are satisfied with your picture of dots, Clean-up.

Day 123 – Art     The 5 Basic Elements of Shape, Part Two

 The second of the five basic elements in art  Card this (front)
o  is the circle:             Card back.

 The Circle is the other member of the Dot and Circle Family.

 A Circle Element of Shape is  (Card this - Front)
o Any shape that is roundish and NOT colored-in. (Card Back).

 Make a card for the 
o Dot and Circle Family of  Shape Elements (Card Front)
o Dot        and Circle            (Card back).

 Study and learn these cards.

Day 124 – Art   Adventures in the Second Basic Element of Shape 

 Review your Art Card Set

 Use the media you wish:
o Marker
o Water Colors
o Finger Paint
o Construction Paper
o Crayons

 Create a picture of all sorts of NON-filled-in roundish shapes.
o Make it colorful and fun.
o See how many different kinds of roundish shapes YOU can create.

 When you are satisfied with your picture of circle elements, Clean-up.

Day 125 -   Observation of Circles and Dots Elements

 Take the time today to observe your surroundings:
o Can you find Dots?

 List objects that have the basic Elemental shape of a dot.



o Can you find Circles?  Remember these are NON-filled-in.
 List the objects that have the basic Elemental shape of a circle.

o Remember:  ANY shape made with curves
 If it is filled in, is considered in art to be of the dot family.
 If it is not filled-in, but outline only, it is considered to be of the circle 

family.

 What kind of shape is this?    

(dot)

 What kind of shape is this?       

                                                                                                   

(Circular)

Week 26

Day 126 – Art Study in the Dot and Circle Family of Shapes 

 Take out or make a piece of art paper 22” x 11”.

 Cut-out from magazines or the newspaper, pictures of shapes that you listed in the 
last lesson – and any others that you come across that belong to the Dot and Circle 
Family of basic Elemental Art Shapes.

 Make a collage of the pictures you found.

 Title your work:  Dot and Circle Family Shapes

 Clean-up your equipment and area.

Day 127 – Art The Five Basic Elements of Shape, Part Three

 Make a card for each of the following:
o First Card:

 (Front)  The Line Family of Basic Shape Elements
 (Back) is made up of the straight line family, the curved line 

family, and the angle line family.

o Second Card:
 (Front)  The Straight Line Family consists of
 (Back)   Any straight line in any thickness or number

o Third Card:
 (Front)  Examples of the Straight Line Family of Basic Shape 

Elements



 (Back)                     _ _ _ _ _ _ _    

.

 Review your other Art Cards.

Day 128 – Art Adventures in the Third Basic Element of Shape 

 Review your Art Card Set

 Use the media you wish:
o Marker
o Water Colors
o Finger Paint
o Construction Paper
o Crayons

 Create a picture of all sorts of Straight Lines.
o Make it colorful and fun.
o See how many different kinds of straight lines YOU can create.

 When you are satisfied with your picture of straight lines, Clean-up.

Day 129 – Art The Five Basic Elements of Shape, Part Four

 Make a card for each of the following:
o First Card:

 (Front)  The Curved Line Family of Basic Shape Elements
 (Back) is made up of any curved line that does Not make a closed 

figure shape. 

o Second Card:
 (Front)  The Curved Line Family consists of
 (Back)   Examples: 
Cut these out and paste on your card.

    

  



 Review your other Art Cards.

Day 130 – Art Adventures in the Fourth Basic Element of Shape 

 Review your Art Card Set

 Use the media you wish:
o Marker
o Water Colors
o Finger Paint
o Construction Paper
o Crayons

 Create a picture of all sorts of Curved Lines.
o Make it colorful and fun.
o See how many different kinds of straight lines YOU can create.

 When you are satisfied with your picture of straight lines, Clean-up

Week 27

Day 131 – Art   The Five Basic Elements of Shape, Part Five

 Make a card for each of the following:
o First Card:

 (Front)  The Angle Line Family of Basic Shape Elements
 (Back) is made up of any two lines that form an angle. 

o Second Card:
 (Front)  The Angled Line Family consists of
 (Back)   Examples: 
Cut these out and paste on your card.

     

 Review your other Art Cards.

Day 132 – Art    Adventures in the Fifth Basic Element of Shape 

 Review your Art Card Set

 Use the media you wish:
o Marker



o Water Colors
o Finger Paint
o Construction Paper
o Crayons

 Create a picture of all sorts of Angled Lines.
o Make it colorful and fun.
o See how many different kinds of straight lines YOU can create.

 When you are satisfied with your picture of straight lines, Clean-up

Day 133 – Art Observation of Line Elements

 Take the time today to observe your surroundings:
o Can you find Straight Lines?

 List objects that have the basic straight lines.

o Can you find Curved Lines?  
 List the objects that have the basic Elemental shape of a curved lines.

o Can you find Angled Lines?
 List the objects that have the basic element of angled lines.

Day 134– Art   Study in the Line Family of Shapes 

 Take out or make a piece of art paper 22” x 11”.

 Cut-out from magazines or the newspaper, pictures of shapes that you listed in the 
last lesson – and any others that you come across that belong to the Line Family of 
basic Elemental Art Shapes.

 Make a collage of the pictures you found.

 Title your work:  Line Family Shapes

 Clean-up your equipment and area

Day 135 – Art    The 5 Basic Elements of Design Review

 Using your cards, review the five basic elements of shape.



BEEHIVE ONLINE
BASIC ART

Lessons 136 - 145:
Fun with Basic Elements of Shape 

What’s Coming-Up?

 Using the Basic Elements of Shape to create art.

Materials Needed.
 Pencil.
 Black Marker
 Crayons
 Paints
 Variety Colored Construction Paper
 Elmer’s glue or white school paste.
 Table protection – cloth or newspapers.
 A smock or apron – person protection.
 Tablet or pack of individual art paper.
 Ruler
 Scissors

Week  28      

Day 136 – Art   The 5 Basic Elements of Shape, Picture One, Part One

 Using the Dot Family of Shapes, Create a design

 Fill the whole of an 8 ½” x 11” sheet with this design.

 Pencil it in first.

 Outline it with marker.

 Review your Art Card Set

Day 137 – Art    The 5 Basic Elements of Shape, Picture One, Part Two

 Use one of the following to color the Dot Design you made yesterday

o Cut-out colored pieces of paper that you glue
o Water colors
o Finger Paints
o Crayons

 Study and learn your cards.

Day 138 – Art   The 5 Basic Elements of Shape, Picture Two, Part 1

 Using the Circle Family of Shapes, Create a design

 Fill the whole of an 8 ½” x 11” sheet with this design.



 Pencil it in first.

 Review your Art Card Set

Day 139 – Art    The 5 Basic Elements of Shape, Picture Two, Part 2

 Use one of the following to color the Circle Design you made yesterday
 Remember to only OUTLINE the circle, not to fill them in.

o Water colors
o Finger Paints
o Crayons

 Study and learn your cards.

Day 140 – Art   The 5 Basic Elements of Shape, Picture Three, Part 1

 Using the Straight Line Family of Shapes, Create a design

 Fill the whole of an 8 ½” x 11” sheet with this design.

 Pencil it in first.

 Review your Art Card Set

Week 29

Day 141 – Art    The 5 Basic Elements of Shape, Picture Three, Part 2

 Use one of the following to color the Straight Line Design you made yesterday

o Cut-out colored strips of paper that you glue
o Water colors
o Finger Paints
o Crayons

 Study and learn your cards.

Day 142 – Art   The 5 Basic Elements of Shape, Picture Four, Part 1

 Using the Curved Line Family of Shapes, Create a design

 Fill the whole of an 8 ½” x 11” sheet with this design.
 Pencil it in first.

 Review your Art Card Set



Day 143 – Art    The 5 Basic Elements of Shape, Picture Four, Part 2

 Use one of the following to color the Curved Line Design you made yesterday

o Water colors
o Finger Paints
o Crayons

 Study and learn your cards.

Day 144 – Art   The 5 Basic Elements of Shape, Picture Five, Part 1

 Using the Angle Line Family of Shapes, Create a design

 Fill the whole of an 8 ½” x 11” sheet with this design.

 Pencil it in first.

 Review your Art Card Set

Day 145 – Art    The 5 Basic Elements of Shape, Picture Five, Part 2

 Use one of the following to color the Angle Line Design you made yesterday

o Cut-out colored strips of paper that you glue
o Water colors
o Finger Paints
o Crayons

 Study and learn your cards.

When you have completed these lessons,
advance to ART Lessons 146 – 150
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Basic Art  
Lessons 146 - 150:
Beginning Clay

What’s Coming-Up?

 Basic forms in Clay

Materials Needed.
 Table protection – cloth or newspapers.
 A smock or apron – person protection.
 One – 1# box of Prang or Crayola clay in four colors

Week 30

Day 146 – Art Beginning Work in Clay, Part One
      Practice in Making Balls

 Open your box of clay.

 Take-out one of the colors.

 Use a dull knife to cut it into eight pieces.

 Now, take one of the eight pieces and roll it in your hands into a perfect ball.

 Next, take two pieces of clay in hand and roll them into one ball.

 Now, take three pieces of clay in hand and roll them into a ball.

 Finally, roll the last two pieces into one ball.

 Make the following:

o Take one two piece ball and flatten it by pressing down on it with your hand. 
It should now form a flat circle shape or disc.

o Take the three piece ball and press your thumb halfway down into it.
o Use your thumb and index finger to thin up the sides all the way around.
o You should now have something that resembles a bowl.  Place it on the disc.
o Take the two piece ball and place it in the bowl and put the one piece ball on 

top of it.

 Now remove another brick of clay from the box.
o Use this to make other balls all of all sizes.
o Use your imagination to make figures from the balls.
o Suggestions:

 Snowman
 Poodle
 Cat


 When you are done with your clay, return the clay to the box or other 
container.  If you want to keep your creations to show someone, out them 



in a covered container.  When done displaying them. Put the clay back into 
brick form and return to the box.

 Clean-up 

Day 147– Art Beginning Work in Clay, Part Two
  Making Ropes

 Review your Art Cards.

 Open your box of clay.

 Take-out one of the colors you did NOT use yesterday.

 Use a dull knife to cut it into four pieces.

 Now, take one of the six pieces and roll it out on the table to make a long circular 
“rope”. 

 Next, take two pieces of clay in hand and roll them into a rope.

 Now, take three pieces of clay in hand and roll them into a rope

 All ropes should be of the same length – about five  inches.

 Make the following:

o Take the three piece rope and begin coiling it into a circle.  The rope should 
be wound around on top of itself twice, so that you have a 2-level coil made 
of it, one circle of rope on top of the other.

o Now take the two piece rope and curl it twice on top of the four piece rope.  
You now have a four coil tower.

o Lastly, use the one piece rope and make two more coils on top of the two 
piece section.

o Your finished piece will have six coils and an open top and bottom.

 Now remove the last brick of clay from the box.
o Use this to make other ropes all of all sizes.
o Use your imagination to make figures from the ropes.
o Suggestions:

 Snakes – squeeze the end of the rope to make a head.  Use a 
toothpick to carve out eyes and mouth.

 Worms
 Bugs. – use a thicker piece for the body and thinner pieces for the 

legs and antennae.  Use little balls for eyes.

 Clean-up 



Day 148 – Art Beginning Work in Clay, Part Three 
Making Discs

 Review your Art Card Set

 Open your box of clay.

 Take-out one of the colors.

 Use a dull knife to cut it into two pieces.

 One, take one of the pieces and roll it in your hands to make a ball.  

 Two, flatten it on the table into a thick disc. 

 Three using the back side of a spoon and working from the center out, flatten the 
center half of the disc into a piece that is ½ the thickness of the original.

 Four, take the sides of the disc and with your thumb at the center and the fingers 
on the outside, gently lift the unthinned portions of the disc to vertical position. 

 Finally, Thin by gently pulling up with thumb on the inside and fingers on the 
outside until the side portion is the same thickness as the base.

 You have just made a glass.  You could turn it into a cup by rolling a small piece of 
clay into a rope and forming a handle!

 Also make the following:

o Repeat step One through Three above
o Four, take the sides of the disc and raise them to be at an angle to the base, 

so as to create a saucer effect.  
o “Flute” and thin the sides of the ‘saucer’ by using your thumb and index 

finger to thin it out and make a wavy edging.
o You have now made a dish!

 Now use a different brick of clay from the box.
o Use this to make other discs all of all sizes.
o Use your imagination to make objects from the discs.
o Suggestions:

 Clams – use two discs to create the shell. 
 A wagon – use discs for the wheels.  Cut strips from discs for the 

wagon bottom, sides and bed.
 Face mates – use flattened discs and a toothpick to draw all sorts of 

funny faces. 

 Clean-up 



Day 149 – Art   Beginning Work in Clay, Part Four
 Putting it Together - Exploration 

 Take out your clay.

 Use ropes, balls, and discs to make creations of your own imagination.

 Clean-up your equipment and area

Day 150 – Art    Beginning Work with Clay, Part Five
    Freestyle

 Using your imagination, create your own pieces.
 When done, clean-up your equipment and area. 



BEEHIVE ONLINE

Basic Art
Lessons 151 - 165:

More Work with Clay

What’s Coming-Up?

 Learning to make various animals and figures in clay

Materials Needed:

 A smock or apron – person protection.
 Two or more – 1# boxes of Prang or Crayola clay in different colors
 Internet access

Week  31      

Day 151 – Art    Learning to Form Figures – The Basics.
   Adapted from WikiHow…..

  Start with a clump of clay. The more clay, the bigger your animal will be.

 Roll a snake from the clay by rolling it back and forth under your hand.

 Break off a small piece of clay to form the head.

 Roll the head into a round ball; 

http://www.wikihow.com/Make-a--Clay-Rose
http://www.wikihow.com/Hold-a-Snake
http://www.wikihow.com/Stop-Animal-Abuse
http://www.wikihow.com/Image:Clayanimal.JPG
http://www.wikihow.com/Image:Clayanimal4.JPG
http://www.wikihow.com/Image:Clayanimal5.JPG


     move your hand around in a circle to make this ball.

 Cut the snake at both ends with a dull knife into two pieces. These will form the 
arms and legs or the front and back legs of your animal.

 Pose the arms and legs any way you want. Is your animal sitting or standing, 
pouncing, rolling over, or lying down?

 Make and attach a head
 Create whatever ears and eyes, nose and mouth you want.           Then, stick the 

head on the shoulders.

 You can make lots of different animals and even people this way, depending on 
what shapes you make. Use your imagination, and 

Have Fun!
Day 151 – Art    Practice Forming Figures, Part One

http://www.wikihow.com/Image:Clayanimal6.JPG
http://www.wikihow.com/Image:Clayanimal8.JPG
http://www.wikihow.com/Image:Clayanimal9.JPG
http://www.wikihow.com/Image:Clayanimal10.JPG


 Following the above instructions, make a farm yard of animals
o Cow
o Horse
o Pig
o Chicken
o ETC.

 Study and learn your cards.

Day 152 – Art   Practice Forming Figures, Part Two

 Following the above instructions, make a zoo of animals
o Elephant
o Monkey
o Snake
o Lion or Tiger
o ETC.

 Review your Art Card Set.

Day 153 – Art    Practice Forming Figures, Part Three

 Following the above instructions, make a Forest of animals
o Beaver
o Fox
o Bear
o Chipmunk
o ETC.

 Review your Art Card Set.

Day 155 – Art   Practice Making Figures, Part Four

 Following the above instructions, and/or other techniques you have learned, make a
seascape of animals

o Whale
o Swordfish
o Sand dollar
o Lobster or crab
o Fish
o Shell fish
o Etc.

 Review your Art Card Set.

Week 32

Day 156 – Art    Practice Making Figures, Part Five

 Following the above instructions, and/or other techniques you have learned, make 
an aviary of different birds

o Penguin
o Parrot



o Eagle
o Turkey
o Peacock
o Heron
o Etc.

 Review your Art Card Set.

Day 157 – Art   Practice Making Figures, Part Six

 Following the above instructions, and/or other techniques you have learned, make a
family

o Father
o Mother
o Older Son
o Younger son
o Older daughter
o Younger daughter
o Baby
o Grandparents

 Review your Art Card Set.

Day 158 – Art    Creating a Diorama or Scene, Day One

 This is a three-day project.  HAVE FUN!

 Following the above instructions, and/or other techniques you have learned, make a
scene of your choice with trees, shrubs, sand, grass, flowers, etc and/or, mountains 
and/or sea shore, etc with people and animals.

 Review your Art Card Set.

Day 159 – Art   Creating a Diorama or Scene, Day Two

 Work on your diorama

 Review your Art Cards

Day 160 – Art    Creating a Diorama or Scene, Day Three

 Finish your diorama

 Review your Art cards.

Week 33

Days 161 – 165  Art Freestyle in Clay



 Following the above instructions, and/or other techniques you have learned, do 
anything you want in clay – THIS WHOLE WEEK.  

ENJOY!
 Review your Art Card Set.

When you have completed these lessons,
advance to ART Lessons 166 – 180.
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Basic Art 
Lessons 166 - 180:

Creating-Imagining, Review and Assessment

What’s Coming-Up?

 Working in finger paints, water colors, designs and clay to create personal pieces of 
art.

 Review of Shapes and Art Card Sets to pass-off the Assessment.

Materials Needed.
 A smock or apron – person protection.
 Two or more – 1# boxes of Prang or Crayola clay in different colors
 Art Paper
 Finger paint
 Water Colors
 Pencil
 Ruler
 Scissors
 Remainder of Variety pack of Construction paper.
 Paste or glue
 Imagination
 Finger paint or freezer paper.

Week  34      

Day 166 – Art          Wrapping Paper Fun

 Use your knowledge of creating designs with dots and circle shapes to create a 
piece of wrapping paper.

 Use the media you wish.

 Freezer paper is best for this activity.

 Clean-up well when done.

Day 167 – Art    Creating a Gift for Mom

 Decide what kind of art that you did this year you would like to create and give to 
your Mother for Mothers’ Day.

 Your choices include:
o A finger painted picture
o A water colored picture
o A crayon colored picture
o A mosaic
o A collage of designs or pictures
o A picture made-up of one or more of the 5 Elements of Shape.
o A clay figure or object
o A diorama of clay figures and objects.



 You have today and the next lesson to complete your project.

 Study and learn your cards.

Day 168 – Art   Finish Art Project to Give to Mom

 Finish the Art Project you are giving your Mother.
(IF it needs to dry, let it do so overnight.)

 Wrap it in the paper you made and give it to her on Mothers’ Day or another 
occasion – like TODAY!

Day 169 – Art    Review Your Art Cards and Your Shape Cards

 Check-off what you know for sure:
o What materials you need to finger paint
o What a curve is
o What the shape of a regular circle is
o What the primary colors are
o What a straight line is
o The color red
o The color blue
o The color yellow
o What quad means
o What tri means
o What lateral means
o What angle means
o Name two quadrilateral shapes
o The shape of a square
o The shape of  rectangle
o The shape of  diamond
o The shape of an oval
o The shape of a triangle
o Things that are red in nature
o Things that are blue in nature
o Things that are yellow in nature
o The Secondary Colors
o The color green
o How we get green
o The color purple
o How we get purple
o The color orange
o How we get orange.
o Orange things in nature
o Purple things in nature
o Green things in nature.



Day 170 – Art   Demonstrate Finger Painting Techniques

 Demonstrate that you know finger painting techniques by using the following to 
create a picture of your choosing. (We suggest an under the sea picture as it is easy
to get all the required techniques in such a picture.)

 Use  
o  Finger nail
o finger
o side of the hand
o but of the hand
o whole hand
o fingers closed and used together
o knuckles of the hand
o fist
o whole hand in flat model
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Day 171 – Art    Review of Color Wheels and Water Color Technique

 Draw and fill-in a color wheel with the primary and secondary colors.

  Explain the following:
o Hue
o Tint
o Shade
o Complementary Colors
o The complement of green is
o The complement of orange is
o The complement of purple is

 Demonstrate creating tints and hues with your water colors.

Day 172 – Art   Demonstrate Water Color Technique

 Pick one of the following pictures to paint.

 Use both heavy, dense, deep color and also light colors.  

 Use tints and hues.

 In one section, wet your paper BEFORE you paint.

 Take your time and do a good job.

 Remember to clean-up everything when you are done.





Day 173 – Art    Make Another Wrapping Paper

 Use the Line Family of Elements of Shape to design another piece of wrapping 
paper.

 When you have designed it, paint or color it as you wish.
!

 Review your Art Card Set.

Day 174 – Art   Creating a Gift for Day

 Decide what kind of art that you did this year you would like to create and give to 
your Father for Fathers’ Day.

 Your choices include:
o A finger painted picture
o A water colored picture
o A crayon colored picture
o A mosaic
o A collage of designs or pictures
o A picture made-up of one or more of the 5 Elements of Shape.
o A clay figure or object
o A diorama of clay figures and objects.

 You have today and the next lesson to complete your project.

 Review your Art Cards

Day 175 – Art    Finish Creating your gift for Dad

 Finish the Art Project you are giving your Father.
(IF it needs to dry, let it do so overnight.)

 Wrap it in the paper you made and give it to him on Fathers’ Day or another 
occasion – like TODAY!

 Review your Art cards.

ART FINAL ASSESSMENT FOLLOWS
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Days 176 - 180  Art   Basic  Art  Assessment

 The Foundations I Art Assessment Consists of Five Days of 
proving that you have the knowledge and skills that were  
learned this year.  

      Day 176 - Art

Today you will review the academic part of the course.
 Check-off what you know for sure:

o What materials you need to finger paint
o What a curve is
o What the shape of a regular circle is
o What the primary colors are
o What a straight line is
o The color red
o The color blue
o The color yellow
o What quad means
o What tri means
o What lateral means
o What angle means
o Name two quadrilateral shapes
o The shape of a square
o The shape of  rectangle
o The shape of  diamond
o The shape of an oval
o The shape of a triangle
o Things that are red in nature
o Things that are blue in nature
o Things that are yellow in nature
o The Secondary Colors
o The color green
o How we get green
o The color purple
o How we get purple
o The color orange
o How we get orange.
o Orange things in nature
o Purple things in nature
o Green things in nature.

 Draw and fill-in a color wheel with the primary and secondary colors.

  Explain the following:
o Hue
o Tint
o Shade
o Complementary Colors
o The complement of green is
o The complement of orange is
o The complement of purple is



Day 177 – Art      The Five Elements of Design and Crayon Technique

 Draw the Five Elements of Shapes
 Create 5 Mini-Designs –

o 3” x 3” 
o Use a different one of the elements for each of the designs.
o Use the various techniques you learned in how to use your crayons to create 

deep, bright intense color and light, soft color.

Day 178 – Art Finger and Water Coloring Painting Demonstration

 Use the pictures you did in Lessons 170 & 172 to show that you know finger 
painting and water color painting techniques.

 Explain what you did to create the different effects.

Day 179 – Art Creating a Mosaic

 Create a small mosaic – about 5 ½” x 8 ½”.

 Rule your art paper.

 Draw a simple picture on it.

 Suggested Projects:  (Pick One)
o A cat sitting on a fence with a full moon in the sky.
o A pumpkin patch
o A Christmas tree.
o A geometric design such as one using angle lines or squares.

 Rule sheets of construction paper in the colors you need.

 Cut the tiles as you need them, pasting them in the appropriate spots in your 
picture.

 This also shows that you can cut well and accurately.

Day 180 – Art Creating a Collage

 From pictures from old magazines, create an interesting collage.

 This exercise shows that you can cut well, accurately, and on the lines.

 Make sure you clean-up your area well.

When your child has completed these lessons,
Give him a Certificate of Completion. 

     



ENJOY!
Creating Art During 

Your Break.   Have Fun!


